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The spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) in platinum (Pt) and tantalum (Ta) on yttrium iron garnet (YIG)
has been investigated by both externally heating the sample (using an on-chip Pt heater on top of
the device) as well as by current-induced heating. For SSE measurements, external heating is the
most common method to obtain clear signals. Here we show that also by current-induced heating
it is possible to directly observe the SSE, separate from the also present spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) signal, by using a lock-in detection technique. Using this measurement technique, the
presence of additional 2nd order signals at low applied magnetic fields and high heating currents is
revealed. These signals are caused by current-induced magnetic fields (Oersted fields) generated by
the used AC-current, resulting in dynamic SMR signals.
PACS numbers: 72.25.Mk, 72.80.Sk, 75.70.Tj, 75.76.+j

I.

INTRODUCTION

For the investigation of pure spin transport phenomena, yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is shown to be a very
suitable candidate. YIG is a ferrimagnetic insulating
material having a low magnetization damping as well
as a very low coercive field. In combination with a
high spin-orbit coupling material such as platinum (Pt),
many different experiments have been performed, showing spin-pumping1–4 , spin transport5,6 and spin-wave
manipulation7–9 as well as the recently discovered spinHall magnetoresistance (SMR).10–15
Recently also experiments were performed showing
the spin-Seebeck effect16–19 (SSE) as well as the spinPeltier effect20 in YIG/Pt systems. The SSE is observed when a temperature gradient is present over a
ferromagnetic/non-magnetic interface. In a YIG/Pt system, this temperature gradient causes the creation of
thermal magnons, resulting in transfer of angular momentum at the YIG/Pt interface, generating a pure spincurrent into the Pt.19 This spin-current can then be detected electrically via the inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE).
So far, most experiments on the SSE are performed using
external heating sources to create a temperature gradient over the device. Interestingly, Schreier et al.21 showed
that a clear SSE signal can also be extracted from more
easily performed current-induced heating experiments.
In their experiments a temperature gradient is created
by sending a charge current through the detection strip.

A disadvantage of their measurement method is the presence of a much larger signal originated from the SMR,
which should be subtracted to reveal the SSE signal.
In this paper we investigate both the SSE and SMR
in a YIG-based device, showing the possibility to simultaneously, but separately, detect the SSE and SMR by
using a lock-in detection technique. Whereas Schreier
et al. only performed their measurements applying high
magnetic fields, fully saturating the magnetization of the
YIG, we show that when lowering the applied magnetic
field, dynamic behavior of the magnetization of the YIG
can be picked up as additional 2nd order signal. Only by
using a lock-in detection technique these signals can be
separately detected and analyzed. Having platinum (Pt)
or tantalum (Ta) as detection layer, we investigate the
evolution of the SSE and the SMR signal as a function
of the magnitude and the direction of the applied field,
focusing especially on their low-field behavior.
The first experiments described in this paper show SSE
measurements where a temperature gradient is generated
by externally heating the sample using a second Pt strip
on top of the device. By using devices consisting of both
Pt and Ta on YIG, we confirm the opposite sign of the
spin-Hall angle for Ta and Pt.22,23 In the secondly shown
experiments, the samples are heated by current-induced
heating through the metal detection strip, such that both
the SSE and SMR are present. Additionally detected 2nd
harmonic signals for low applied fields and high heating
currents are discussed and ascribed to dynamic behavior
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

For the experiments shown in this paper, two Hall-bar
shaped devices have been used, one consisting of a 5nmthick Pt layer and the other of a 10nm-thick Ta layer.
The Hall-bars have a length of 500µm and a width of
50µm, with side contacts of 10µm width. Both Hall-bars
are deposited on top of a 4x4mm2 YIG sample, by dc
sputtering.
The used sample consists of a 200nm thick layer of
YIG, grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a single crystal
(111)Gd3 Ga4 O12 (GGG) substrate. The YIG magnetization shows isotropic behavior of the magnetization in the
film plane, with a low coercive field of only 0.06mT.4,12
For external heating experiments, a Ti/Pt bar of
5/40nm thick is deposited on top of both Hall-bars, separated from the main channel by a 80nm-thick insulating
Al2 O3 layer. The size of the heater is 400x25µm2 . Finally, both Hall-bars and Pt heaters are contacted by
thick Ti/Au pads [5/150nm]. All structures are patterned using electron-beam lithography. Before each fabrication step the sample has been cleaned by rinsing it
in acetone, no further surface treatment has been carried
out. A microscope image of the device is shown in Fig.
1(a).
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of the magnetization of the YIG, caused by the applied
AC-current. Finally, we derive a dynamic SMR term,
which is used to explain the observed features.
The same kind of experiments could as well be used
for detection of spin-transfer torque effects on the magnetization of the YIG, like the generation of spin-torque
ferromagnetic resonance as formulated by Chiba et al.24 .
However, as will be shown in this paper, when applying low magnetic fields and high currents, the detected
magnetization behavior is dominated by current-induced
magnetic fields (like the Oersted field). So, to be able to
detect any effect of the spin-transfer torque, its contribution should be increased, for example by decreasing the
YIG thickness.

MEASUREMENT METHODS

To observe the SSE, two measurement methods have
been investigated. At first, to generate a clear SSE signal, a temperature gradient is created using an external
heating source to heat one side of the sample. In our
case, we have a Ti/Pt strip on top of the Hall-bar, electrically insulated from the detection channel, which can
be used as an external heater. By sending a large current (up to 10mA) through the heater, the strip will be
heated by Joule heating. Hereby, a temperature gradient
will be formed over the YIG/Pt(Ta) stack, giving rise to
the SSE.
A second method to generate the SSE, is the generation of a temperature gradient by current-induced heat-

FIG. 1. (a) Microscope image of the device structure, consisting of a Pt or Ta Hall-bar detector (bottom layer) and a
Pt heater (top layer), separated by an insulating Al2 O3 layer.
Ti/Au pads are used for contacting the device. For external
heating experiments, the device is contacted as marked. The
applied field direction is given by α0 , as defined in the figure. (b) 2nd harmonic voltage signal generated by the SSE
for a fixed magnetic field direction of α0 = 90◦ and (c) angular dependence of the SSE signal applying a magnetic field of
50mT, in both Pt and Ta.

ing through the detection strip. In this case a charge current is sent through the Hall-bar itself, which also leads
to Joule heating, resulting in a temperature gradient over
the YIG/Pt(Ta) stack. As the Hall-bar is directly in contact with the YIG, also the SMR will be present when
using this heating method.
To separately detect the SSE and the SMR signals, a
lock-in detection technique is used. Using up to three
Stanford SR-830 Lock-in amplifiers, the 1st , 2nd and
higher harmonic voltage responses of the system are separately measured. As SMR scales linearly with the applied current, its contribution will be picked up as a 1st
harmonic signal. Similarly, the SSE scales quadratically
with current, so its contribution will be detected as a 2nd
harmonic signal. For lock-in detection an AC-current is
used with a frequency of 17Hz. The magnitude of the
applied AC-currents is defined by their rms values.
Evaluating the working mechanism of the lock-in detection technique in more detail (see appendix), shows
that in order to obtain the linear response signal of the
system, both the measured 1st harmonic signal as well as
the 3rd harmonic signal have to be taken into account.
Including both harmonic signals following the analysis
explained in the appendix, we find the shown 1st order
response. Note that the measured 2nd harmonic signal is
directly plotted, without any corrections.
In all experiments, an external magnetic field is applied
to define the direction of the magnetization M of the YIG.
The direction of the applied field is defined by α0 , which
is the in-plane angle between the current direction (along
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FIG. 2. Current-induced heating experiments on the YIG/Pt sample. (a) Magnetic field dependence of the 1st order resistance
for α0 = 0◦ , showing the SMR signal for applied AC-currents of 4mA and 8mA. (b) Angular dependence of the 1st order SMR
signal for Iac =8mA, for applied magnetic fields of 0.9mT, 1.8mT and 100mT. (c) and (d) show the corresponding 2nd harmonic
voltage signals, respectively. For applied magnetic fields above 10mT, the 2nd harmonic response only shows the SSE signal.
For low applied magnetic fields an additional signal is observed on top of the SSE signal. The black symbols in both figures
are a guide for the eye. They show equal measurement conditions comparing the results shown in both figures. The inset of
(c) shows the used measurement configuration.

x) and the applied field direction, as it is marked in Fig.
1(a). Not only experiments at high saturation magnetic
fields are performed, also the low field behavior is investigated. The applied magnetic field strength was measured
by a LakeShore Gaussmeter (model 421) using a transverse Hall probe, to correct the set magnetic field for any
present remnant field. All measurements are carried out
at room temperature.

IV.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

of 50mT, this angular dependence is detected as is shown
in Fig. 1(c). Also here the effect of the opposite sign of
the spin-Hall angle, for Ta compared to Pt, is clearly
visible.
From Fig. 1 it is observed that the SSE signal for
the YIG/Ta sample is almost a factor 10 smaller than
for the YIG/Pt sample (VSSE,P t /VSSE,T a = −9.8). To
compare, we calculate the expected ratio from the theoretical description of the SSE voltage, as reported by
Schreier et al.17 :
 
λ
t
VSSE = CY IG · ∆Tme Gr ΘSH ρlη tanh
(1)
t
2λ

Spin-Seebeck effect by external heating

For the external heating experiment an AC-current is
sent through the top Pt strip as marked in Fig. 1(a).
By measuring the 2nd harmonic voltage signals along the
Hall-bar, the SSE is detected via the ISHE in Pt and
Ta. Fig. 1(b) shows the typical SSE signals for both
YIG/Pt and YIG/Ta samples for an applied field perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the Hall-bar
(α0 = 90◦ ). Changing the sign of B (and thus M) changes
the sign of the signal, as the spin-polarization direction
of the pumped spin-current is reversed. Due to the low
coercive field of YIG almost no hysteresis is observed for
the reversed field sweep. For the YIG/Pt and YIG/Ta
sample opposite magnetic field dependence is observed,
proving the opposite sign of the spin-Hall angle for Pt
versus Ta.
As the spin-polarization direction of the generated
spin-current is dependent on the direction of the YIG
magnetization, the SSE/ISHE voltage shows a sine
shaped angular dependence with a period of 360◦ . By
rotating the sample in a constant applied magnetic field

where CY IG contains all parameters describing properties of YIG, including some physical constants (defined
in ref.17 ), so CY IG is constant for both the YIG/Pt and
the YIG/Ta sample. ∆Tme is the temperature difference
between the magnons and electrons at the YIG/metal
interface. ρ, λ, t and l are the resistivity, spin-diffusion
length, thickness of the normal metal layer (Pt/Ta) and
the distance between the voltage contacts, respectively.
η is the backflow correction factor, defined as

 −1
t
η = 1 + Gr ρλ coth
(2)
λ
Previously, in ref.14 , we have determined the real part
of the spin-mixing conductance at the YIG/Pt interface (Gr = 4.4 × 1014 Ω−1 m−2 ), the spin-Hall angle
(ΘSH,P t = 0.08) and the spin-diffusion length (λP t =
1.2nm) of Pt. For the YIG/Ta sample we take the magnitude of these system parameters as reported by Hahn
et al.15 (Gr = 2 × 1013 Ω−1 m−2 , ΘSH,T a = −0.02 and
λT a = 1.8nm). As a check, we also used these parametervalues to calculate the 1st order SMR signals for Ta, and
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found good agreement with the measured signals (not
shown).
To get an estimate for VSSE,P t /VSSE,T a we assume
∆Tme to be constant for both samples. By inserting the
values of the mentioned parameters, the dimensions of
the Hall-bars and the measured resistivity of the Pt and
Ta layers (ρP t = 3.4 × 10−7 Ωm and ρT a = 3.5 × 10−6 Ωm,
respectively), we find VSSE,P t /VSSE,T a = −10.6, which
is close to the experimentally observed ratio.
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The second method used to detect the SSE is by
current-induced heating through the metal detection
strip itself, as recently was reported by Schreier et al.21 .
In this section we show that we can achieve more directly
similar results, by using a lock-in detection technique. By
this technique, the SSE signals can directly be detected
as a 2nd harmonic signal, fully separated from the SMR
signal, which shows up in the 1st harmonic response. Furthermore, the lock-in detection technique enables us to
reveal and investigate additional signals appearing when
applying low magnetic fields.
The inset of Fig. 2(c) shows a microscope image of
the sample, marking the position of the current and voltage probes for the current-induced heating experiments.
The magnetic field direction is again defined by α0 . This
measurement configuration is similar to the method used
to detect transverse SMR12,14 and therefore we expect
to observe SMR in the 1st order signal, as is shown in
Figs. 2(a) and (b). In Fig. 2(b) it is observed that down
to very low applied magnetic fields, the average magnetization direction of the YIG nicely follows the applied
field direction, resulting in the sin(2α0 ) angular dependence of the SMR.11 Only for the lowest applied field of
0.9mT a small deviation of the signal around α0 = ±90◦
is observed, showing this field strength is not sufficient
to assume M being (on average) fully along the applied
field direction.
Similar to the external heating experiment, the SSE
signal shows up in the 2nd harmonic signal. Figs. 2(c)
and (d) show the magnetic field dependence and angular
dependence of the detected 2nd harmonic signal, respectively. Comparing the shape of the 2nd harmonic data
of the external heating experiments (Fig. 1(b)) to the
current-induced heating experiments (Fig. 2(c)), an enhanced signal is observed in Fig. 2(c) for fields of a few
mT. This additional signal cannot be explained by the
angular dependence of the SSE, neither by the rotation
of M in the plane towards B (by which the 1st harmonic
SMR peaks in Fig. 2(a) are explained12 ).
The angular dependence of this additional signal, as
presented in Fig. 2(d), shows that besides an increased
amplitude of the SSE signal (black symbols in Figs. 2(c)
and (d)), also at α0 = ±90◦ additional peaks appear for
low applied fields. By increasing the applied magnetic
field, all extra signals disappear, leaving the expected
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FIG. 3. AC-current dependence of the 2nd harmonic voltage for an applied field of (a) 0.9mT and (b) 50mT. For
the shown experiments, the transverse current-induced heating measurement configuration has been used. The vertical dashed lines mark the data plotted in (c), which shows
the AC-current dependence of the magnitude of the signal
at α0 = 0◦ for B=0.9mT (red dots) and B=50mT (black
squares) and the average magnitude of the peaks (peak to
peak) around α0 = ±90◦ for B=0.9mT (blue triangles). The
dashed lines are a guide for the eye.

SSE signal showing a 360◦ periodic angular dependence.
To further characterize the additionally observed features at low applied magnetic fields, also their ACcurrent dependence has been measured and these results
are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the current
dependence is very similar to the shown magnetic field
dependence, giving maximal additional signals for low
applied fields and high applied AC-currents. From Figs.
3(a) and (b), the magnitude of the signal at α0 = 0◦ is
extracted and plotted separately in Fig. 3(c). As can
be seen from this figure, for both the applied magnetic
field of 0.9mT (Fig. 3(a)) and 50mT (Fig. 3(b)), the
amplitude of the signal quadratically scales with the applied AC-current. The magnitude of the peaks around
α0 = ±90◦ , plotted in blue in Fig. 3(c), increases faster
than quadratically, pointing to the presence of higher order effects.
To fully exclude the SSE being the origin of the additionally detected signals, the current-induced heating measurements were repeated on the YIG/Ta sample. Results of those measurements are shown in Fig.
4. The applied current in those experiments is only

5
1.9mA, limited by the high resistance of the Ta bar
(ρT a = 3.5 × 10−6 Ωm). In both Fig. 4(a) and (b)
it can be seen that the high-field signal nicely changes
sign compared to the YIG/Pt data, as predicted for the
SSE/ISHE, because of the opposite sign of the spin-Hall
angle of Ta compared to Pt. Contrary, the low-field peak
in the magnetic field sweep (Fig. 4(a)) keeps the same
sign as in the YIG/Pt sample (Fig. 2(c)), showing the
SSE cannot be the origin of this phenomenon. Furthermore, this result also excludes the observed feature being
originated by any other effect linearly related to the spinHall angle of a material. So, possible deviations of M
caused by spin-transfer torque, due to a spin-current created via the SHE, cannot directly be used to explain the
observed features. Note that the SMR signal depends
quadratically on the spin-Hall angle,10,14 which makes
any effect related to the SMR a likely candidate for explaining the observed features.
Summarizing, the current-induced heating experiments show that when applying a sufficiently high magnetic field (>10mT), the SMR and SSE can be simultaneously, but separately, detected using an AC-current
combined with a lock-in detection technique. By this
method the SSE can thus be very easily and directly detected, without being interfered with the SMR signal.
Furthermore, it is observed that for low magnetic fields,
and/or high heating currents, additional signals appear
on top of the SSE. The origin of these additional signals might be related to the SMR-effect, which will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.

C.

Dynamic Spin-Hall Magnetoresistance

During the measurements, large AC-currents are sent
through the Hall-bar structure, which can generate magnetic fields. One source of these magnetic fields will
be Oersted fields (Boe ) generated around the Hall-bar,
perpendicular to the current direction. As the Hall-bar
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FIG. 4. 2nd harmonic response of the transverse voltage for
the YIG/Ta sample. (a) Magnetic field sweep for α0 = 0◦
and (b) angular dependence for two different applied magnetic fields (0.9mT and 50mT). The SSE signal (=signal at
high field) has opposite sign compared to the YIG/Pt sample, whereas the low-field behavior is similar for both samples.
The black symbols in the figures point out the equal measurement conditions comparing both figures.

(3)

where ∆R1 and ∆R2 are resistance changes dependent
on the spin-diffusion length, spin-Hall angle and spinmixing conductance of the system, as defined in refs.10,14 .
mx,y,z are the components of M pointing in respectively
the x-, y-, and z-direction (where z is the out-of-plane
direction). mx and my can be expressed as sin(α) and
cos(α), respectively. As the applied magnetic field is inplane, as well as the generated Oersted field, combined
with the large demagnetization field of YIG for out-ofplane directions, mz will be small and therefore neglected
in further derivations.
Small oscillations of M, due to the presence of ACcurrent generated magnetic fields, result in a currentdependent SMR signal, which can be expressed in first
order as

Ta [10nm]
Iac= 1.9mA

0.15

0.00

VT,SM R = IRT,SM R = ∆R1 Imx my + ∆R2 Imz

VT,SM R (I) ≈ VT,SM R (α0 ) + I
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structure is very thin compared to its lateral dimensions, the Oersted field above/below the center of the
bar can be estimated using the infinite plane approxima0I
, where µ0 is the permeability in vacuum,
tion: Boe = µ2w
I is the applied current and w is the width of the Pt bar.
Note that the generated field in this case is independent
of the distance from the plane, so the full thickness of the
YIG below the Hall-bar will be exposed to this field.25
For example, for an applied current of 8mA, an Oersted
field of 0.1mT will be generated, which is significant compared to an applied magnetic field of 0.9mT. Therefore,
for low applied fields, the magnetization direction of the
YIG will also be affected by the generated Oersted field.
As we are dealing with AC-currents, the generated
Oersted field (and any other current-induced magnetic
field) will continuously change sign, which might cause
M to oscillate around the applied field direction. In
this case, α (defining the direction of M) is currentdependent,26 giving rise to dynamic equations for both
the SMR and the SSE. The current-dependent behavior
of the SMR signal is derived starting from the equation
for transverse SMR10,14

dVT,SM R
dI

(4)
α0

where α0 gives the equilibrium direction of M around
which it is oscillating (assuming it to be equal to the
applied field direction, as concluded from the measured
1st harmonic SMR response). Calculating the derivative
in Eq.(4), using Eq.(3), neglecting mz and keeping in
mind that α is dependent on I, gives
dα
dI
α0
(5)
The first term on the right side of Eq.(5) describes the
1st order response (linear with I), showing the expected
transverse SMR behavior (Eq.(3)). The second term is a
2nd order response (R2,SM R ) and will therefore show up
in addition to the expected SSE signal. dα
dI is the term
dVT,SM R
dI

= ∆R1 sin(α0 ) cos(α0 )+∆R1 I cos(2α0 )

6

Boe
)
where Bex is the applied magnetic field and atan( B
ex
is the maximum deviation of M from α0 , which is the
case for α0 = 0◦ (Bex perpendicular to Boe , neglecting
any other field contributions). From Eq.(6) now dα
dI (=
dα dBoe
)
can
be
derived,
finding
dBoe dI

µ0
Bex
dα
=
cos(α0 )
2 + B2
dI
2w Bex
oe

(7)

Substituting the derived equation for dα
dI in Eq.(5), we
calculate the expected 2nd harmonic SMR signal due to
dynamic behavior of M, caused by the current-induced
Oersted field as:
R2,SM R = ∆R1

Bex
µ0
cos(2α0 ) cos(α0 )
2 + B2
2w Bex
oe

(8)

Additional to R2,SM R , also the SSE will be present as
a 2nd harmonic signal, showing cos(α0 ) behavior with an
amplitude independent from the applied magnetic field
strength. The amplitude of the SSE signal can be derived
from the high-field measurements shown in Fig. 3(b) and
Fig. 4(b).
Figures 5(a) and (b) show the total calculated 2nd harmonic voltage signal for the YIG/Pt sample, taking into
account both the SSE, extracted from the measurements,
and the dynamic
√ SMR term, given by Eq.(8) (where
2
V2,SM R = (I / 2)R2,SM R ). For the calculation of ∆R1
system parameters from ref.14 are used. Both the calculated current dependence (Fig. 5(a)) as well as the
calculated magnetic field dependence (Fig. 5(b)) show
similar features as the measurements, only its magnitude
and exact shape do not fully coincide. Following the explanation of the lock-in detection method as described in
the appendix, we find that these discrepancies are mainly
caused by the presence of a non-negligible 4th harmonic
signal (and possibly even higher harmonics). When determining the 2nd order response of the system, taking
into account the measured 2nd and 4th harmonic signals,
the peaks observed around α0 = ±90◦ get wider and
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which includes the deviation of M due to current-induced
magnetic fields, and its magnitude is dependent on both
α0 and the magnitude of the total magnetic field (applied
field, coercive field and the current-induced fields). For
large applied magnetic fields, the current-induced magnetic fields will have a negligible effect on M, so dα
dI goes
nd
to zero, leaving only the SSE signal in the 2 harmonic
signal (as is observed). Note that also in the described
external heating experiments Oersted fields are generated, influencing M, but there the dynamic SMR signal
will not be detected, as the SMR itself is not present.
To find an expression for dα
dI , first the direction of M
(given by α) is defined, taking into account the Oersted
fields (causing ∆α):


Boe
α = α0 + ∆α = α0 + atan
cos(α0 )
(6)
Bex
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FIG. 5. (a) Current dependence and (b) magnetic field dependence of the calculated 2nd harmonic response, including
the dynamic SMR (from Eq.(8)) and the SSE for the YIG/Pt
system. (c) Calculated 2nd harmonic response for the YIG/Ta
sample using a scaling factor for dα
of 0.5. For all calculations
dI
the SSE signal is extracted from the measurements.

smoother, more closely reproducing the calculated signals as presented in Fig. 5.
The amplitude of the overall calculated signal is
slightly larger than the measurements, up to a factor 1.6
(even after taking into account the 4th harmonic signal).
One reason for this discrepancy might be that, for the calculations, only the applied magnetic field and the generated Oersted field are taken into account, neglecting any
other present fields. For example, the coercive field of the
YIG is assumed to be absent, as well as the effect of spintorque and the presence of non-uniform magnetic fields.
These additional fields will influence the amplitude of the
oscillations of M, giving a different value for dα
dI than the
assumed deviation from only Boe and Bex . Furthermore,
the assumed perfect cos(α0 ) behavior of dα
dI might also
be disturbed by the presence of these other fields. Secondly, in the calculations it is assumed that M is fully
aligned with the total magnetic field, which might not
always be the case, as we investigate the system applying magnetic fields approaching the coercive field of the
YIG. Therefore, the definition of α0 can be slightly off
from the assumed ideal case. Full characterization of the
magnetization dynamics of the system and the magnetic
field distribution would be needed to be able to give a
more complete theoretical analysis of the observed features.
The same calculations have been repeated for the
YIG/Ta system. The system parameters needed to calculate ∆R1 are taken from ref.15 , as given in section IV A.
As a check, these system parameters firstly were used to
calculate the 1st order SMR signal, finding good agreement with the measured signals (not shown). For the
calculated 2nd harmonic signal again it is found that the
amplitude of dα
dI has to be lowered to be able to reproduce
the measured behavior. When lowering the calculated dα
dI

7
by a chosen scaling factor of 0.5, results as shown in Fig.
5(c) are obtained. Comparing the calculated angular dependence to the measurement as shown in Fig. 4(b),
good agreement is found in the observed behavior. Note
that for the YIG/Ta system the contribution of the 4th
harmonic term is much less pronounced, as the applied
current is only 1.9mA (compared to 8mA for the YIG/Pt
experiments).
Following the derivation of the dynamic SMR as explained above, also dynamic SSE signals can be expected.
As the SSE is a 2nd order effect, any dynamic SSE signals
are expected to appear as a 3rd order signal. Measurements of the 3rd harmonic signal indeed show additionally appearing signals at low applied magnetic fields, but
these additional signals are one order of magnitude too
large to be explained by the derived possible dynamic
SSE signals. This shows that other higher harmonic effects are present, which makes it at this moment impossible to exclusively extract any contribution of possibly
present dynamic SSE signals.
Concluding this section, the dynamic SMR is a good
candidate for explaining the observed low-field 2nd harmonic behavior. For both the YIG/Pt and YIG/Ta sample, the features observed in the experiments can be well
reproduced by the dynamic SMR model. However, one
has to keep in mind that more non-linear effects are
present, such that higher harmonic signals need to be
taken into account. Furthermore, the derived model is
not sufficient to fully be able to reproduce the measured
data. Further analysis of the magnetization dynamics in
the YIG at low applied fields and high applied currents
is necessary to be able to derive a more complete model.
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V.

SUMMARY

We have shown the detection of the SSE in YIG/Pt and
YIG/Ta samples by both external heating and currentinduced heating. The external heating experiments directly show the SSE and clearly show the effect of the
opposite spin-Hall angle for Ta compared to Pt. For
the current-induced measurements, besides the SSE, the
SMR is also present. By using a lock-in detection technique we are able to simultaneously, but separately, measure the SSE and SMR signals. Investigation of the lowfield behavior of the SMR and SSE, reveals an additional
2nd harmonic signal. This additional signal is explained
by the presence of a dynamic SMR signal, caused by alternating Oersted fields. Calculations show reproducibility of the observed 2nd harmonic features, however further analysis of the magnetization dynamics in the YIG
is needed to derive a more complete model of the system
behavior.
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APPENDIX
1.

Lock-in detection

All measurements shown in the main text are performed using a lock-in detection technique. By this technique, 1st , 2nd and higher order responses of a system on
an applied AC-current can be determined. In general,
any generated voltage can be written as the sum of 1st ,
2nd and higher order current-responses as:
V (t) = R1 I(t) + R2 I 2 (t) + R3 I 3 (t) + R4 I 4 (t) + ... (9)
where Rn is the nth order response of the measured system to an applied
√ current I(t). By applying an ACcurrent I(t) = 2I0 sin(ωt), with angular frequency ω
and rms value I0 , a lock-in amplifier can be used to detect individual harmonic voltage responses of the investigated system, making use of the orthogonality of sinusoidal functions. To extract the separate harmonic responses, the output signal and the reference input signal
(a sine wave function) are multiplied and integrated over
a set time. When both signals have different frequencies, the integration over many periods will result in zero
signal, whereas integration of two sine wave functions
with the same frequency and no phase shift will result
in a non-zero signal. Besides being able to separately
extract the different harmonic responses of the system,
the lock-in detection technique also reduces the noise in

the signal, compared to dc voltage measurements, as the
measurement is only sensitive to a very narrow frequency
spectrum.
The detected n-th harmonic signal of a lock-in amplifier at a set phase φ is defined as
√

2
Vn (t) =
T

Zt
sin(nωs + φ)Vin (s)ds

(10)

t−T

By evaluating Eq.(10) for a given input voltage Vin , one
can obtain the different harmonic voltage signals that can
be measured by the lock-in amplifier (Vn ). Assuming a
voltage response up till the 4th order, the following lockin voltages are calculated:
3
V1 = R1 I0 + R3 I03
2
1
V2 = √ (R2 I02 + 2R4 I04 )
2
1
V3 = − R3 I03
2
1
V4 = − √ R4 I04
2 2

for φ = 0◦

(11)

for φ = −90◦

(12)

for φ = 0◦

(13)

for φ = −90◦

(14)

So, using different lock-in amplifiers to measure the 1st ,
2nd , 3rd and 4th harmonic voltage responses, Rn can
be deduced from Eqs.(11)-(14). To detect the 2nd and
4th harmonic response, the phase of the lock-in amplifier
should be set to φ = −90◦ .
Note that V1 (V2 ) does not purely scale linearly
(quadratically) with I0 . A 3rd (4th ) order current dependence is also present in the measured voltage response.
Thus, to obtain the 1st order response (R1 ) of the measured system, not only the measured 1st harmonic signal
(V1 ) has to be taken into account, also the 3rd harmonic
signal (V3 ) has to be included:
R1 =

1
(V1 + 3V3 )
I0

Similarly, the 2nd order response is calculated as
√
2
R2 = 2 (V2 + 4V4 )
I0

(15)

(16)

For the current-induced SSE and SMR measurements
described in the main text, Fig. 6 shows the effect of including the higher harmonic responses of the system (up
to the 4th harmonic), compared to assuming them to be
negligible. For this comparison Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) are
used. In Fig. 6(a) and (c) V3 and V4 are assumed to be
zero, whereas in Fig. 6(b) and (d) the measured 3rd and
4th harmonic response have been taken into account, respectively. From these figures it can be concluded that in
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FIG. 6. Evaluation of Eq.(15) for a selected set of measurements: (a) assuming V3 = 0 and (b) including the measured
values of V3 . Similarly for Eq.(16): (c) assuming V4 = 0 and
(d) including the measured values of V4 .

In Fig. 2(a) and (b) of the main text, the 1st order
response of the system is plotted, taking into account
the measured 3rd harmonic voltage response as derived
in Eq.(15) and shown in Fig. 6(b). For the other figures, regarding the 2nd order response of the system, the
measured lock-in voltage is directly plotted (V2 ). To find
the 2nd order response of the system Eq.(16) should be
evaluated, including both V2 and V4 . Taking this correction into account, the observed features of V2 slightly
change, as is shown in Fig. 6(d), more closely following
the expected behavior from the calculated dynamic SMR
signal.

